We construct a non-local kinetic equation for a plasma in a very strong magnetic field B where the charged particles coincide with their guiding centres and have zero drifts. I t is shown that, although in this system mass transport occurs only along the field lines, heat transport cannot be confined only in the direction of the magnetic field. In particular, we estimate th a t a finite cross field heat flux scaling as can be driven by collisions between like particles at the limit B-> oo. Hence, the classical B~2 dependence of kl must be modified to comply with this result. The choice of the cut-off length L L, representing the distance across B over which electrostatic interactions can be sustained, is discussed briefly at the end of the present work.
Introduction
In addition to the old hypothesis th a t ' the heat content of rarefied gas is equal to the sum of the kinetic energies of its particles ', classical and neo-classical theories of heat transport in plasmas (Balescu 1988 ) assume th a t heat is transferred only by the motion of the charged particles themselves. It is accepted , in other words, th a t in the absence of convective transport (fluid velocity = 0), the net conduction heat flux q driven across a certain surface A within the system is carried by the particles crossing th a t surface in the sense This 'pressure-on-im pact' p a rtf of the conduction heat flux has long been recognized as the main mechanism for heat transport in dilute gases and was therefore adopted within the formalism of modern plasma theory (Braginski 1965) . We notice that, according to (1), if all the particles near the reference surface element cL4 have velocities parallel to th a t surface element, no transport will occur across cL4. On the other hand, there is a second mode of conduction heat flux based on 'action-at-d istance't according to which mass transfer is not a necessary condition for the transfer of heat across A. Keeping the word 'collision' to mean we can say th a t in this case (Chapman & Cowling 1952) kinetic energy is exchanged between particles during collisions while the two partners might remain separated by A. This mode of heat conduction, called by some authors 'collisional' (Cohen 1966) , was first studied by Enskog (1921) for the instantaneous transfer of energy and momentum during collisions of smooth spherical molecules across the distance between their centres, and is relevant in the theory of dense gases (Longuet-Higgins et al. 1956 ). In the case of a plasma it is similar to radiative transfer but differs from the latter in th a t it is due to the near field (Coulombic) solutions of Maxwell's equations (Landau & Lifshitz 1959) .
Turning next to the case of a highly magnetized plasma, we observe th a t by its action, the magnetic field B restricts the movement of the charged particles across the field lines so th a t the respective pressure-on-impact component of the heat flux is also known to decrease as B~2. I t is therefore clear th a t b B, the dom inant mode of cross heat transport will be of an action-at-distance nature because although the particles move mostly along B they can still interact with each other and hence exchange energy in the perpendicular direction. In quite general terms, therefore, we suggest th a t for a strong magnetic field, the perpendicular diffusion coefficient of each species should be expressed as
where the first term accounts for the Bohm diffusion (Bohm 1949), whereas on the other hand, the perpendicular therm al conductivity should read
where the second term represents the Righi-Leduc heat flow (de Groot & Mazur 1962) . The aim of the present work is the construction of a non-local Boltzmann equation valid a t the limit B-> oo and the subsequent derivation of the therm al kJ in the purely action-at-distance case. According to this extreme model, the position of each charged particle coincides with its guiding centre, all drifts are zero and cross field mass transport does not take place. The particles move on straight lines parallel to B and may keep after collision their parallel velocity components, or they may interchange them, depending on the distance of their respective trajectories as well as the type of their charge. For every velocity exchange during collision, energy is transm itted across the magnetic field and contributes to the overall heat transport. I t is precisely this direct mechanism th a t will be the object of the present study. It should be mentioned here th a t a cursory examination of the limit B-+ oo was given by H aggerty & de Sobrino (1964) and by Schram (1969) in the development of general kinetic equations for magnetized plasmas. Also, the general idea of a plasma where the magnetic field is so strong th a t the position of the charged particles can be approximated with great accuracy by their guiding centres (guidingcentre model), runs back to the works of Barabanenkov (1960 Barabanenkov ( , 1961 , Taylor & MacNamara (1971) , Montgomery (1976) and Psimopoulos (1979 Psimopoulos ( , 1980a . Moreover, in describing collisions between guiding-centre particles and their subsequent t 'Action-at-distance ' theories (Wittaker 1951) assume that the world consists of point particles interacting through fields and that momentum and energy can be also transmitted by these fields. This world picture was introduced by Boscovich (1763). In view of the long-range forces occurring between charged particles, this model seems to be more suitable for the description of plasmas. perpendicular diffusion in real space, the above interchange of parallel velocities was already noticed by Psimopoulos (19806) and later mentioned by Nocentini (1986) , who in addition has also calculated the perpendicular heat flux carried by guidingcentre particles and scaling as k± ~ B~2. However, the to the third term of k± as given by the series (3) because the interchange of parallel velocities, although mentioned in the above works, has not been used as a mechanism for energy transport. Finally, from the point of view of range of validity, it is expected th a t the therm al effect described here occurs, not only = + oo, but also for large finite magnetic fields. In this case the present mode of heat transport is superimposed to other transport mechanisms (guiding centre diffusion, etc.). Hence we can say th a t in general our theory will apply to low (3 plasmas (/? = 8ti in regions where the Larm or radius (usually of electrons) is smaller than the Debye length.
Mechanics of collisions (a) Collisions between like charged particles
The collision between two like charged particles (e.g. electrons) moving on parallel field lines can be described by 
where 2 = z2 -z1,vz = v2z -vlz. It can be shown from (6) th a t vz + 4 (b2 + z2) i also conserved in time, so th a t if v'z = v'2z -v'lz represents the relative velocity at t = -oo we h a v e :
The plot of (7) is given in figure 1 where, without loss of generality, it was assumed th a t < 0. We can distinguish two cases.
The electrons cross each other, vz reaches the minimum \vzQ \ = \vz\ y /(1 -4:e2/mbv'2)at 2 = 0 and regains its initial value a t oo :
Combining (8) (ii) b < 4e2 /mv'2. The electrons reflect, z reaches the minimum v b V ((4 e2/mbv'2)2 -1) a t vz = 0 and vz becomes op
Therefore, after collision, the two electrons exchange their initial velocities so th a t kinetic energy is transferred across B. Note th a t if 4e2/mt>'2 the separatrix near 2 = 0 is linear: \/2vz/v'z = z/b. Also, e2 m ust be replaced by Z 2e2 in the case of i-i collision.
(b) Collisions between unlike charged particles The collision between two unlike charged particles ( -+ Ze) moving on parallel field lines can be described by
where ze, zx are the positions, viz, vez are the velocities along B and b = [(xe -a^)2 + {ye -Vi)2^is the fixed distance between the field lines. Using (12) 
where
is also conserved in time, so th a t if v'z = v'ez -v'iz represe relative velocity a t t = -oo we have
The plot of the (15) is given in figure 1 , where again < 0 , shows th a t in the case of unlike charges there is only one branch. The particles cross each other, vz reaches a maximum speed \vz0\ = \v'z\ y/ (1 + a t t = oo :
(16)
Combining (16) with mr"z +Mv"z = mv'ez+Mv"z (13) we get *4 = <4. < = «C (17) Hence, after collision, unlike charges always retain their initial velocities and no transfer of kinetic energy occurs across B.
The kinetic equation
We construct a non-local kinetic equation describing the evolution of the distribution f(r, vz, t) for like charges (e.g. electrons) because their collisions produce the only mode of cross field energy transfer a t the limit -> oo. Following the general theory of Boltzmann (1896) we assume:
(i) the time step bt must obey nb2{T/m)*bt 1, where n density and tem perature respectively;
(ii) all collisions taking place during 6 tare com p
Bt

vz(t = -c o )^v z(t -CO);
(iii) no correlations are present at the beginning of each collision. Clearly, all assumptions are violated for ordinary plasmas due to the long range of the Coulomb force (0 < b< oo), and the result of this violation is the ap the factor In A in the classical transport coefficients. In the present case, howe the impact param eter has an upper limit for given : 0 < < ; bm -4:e2/m \v2z -vlz\2. Inversely, for a given 6, only a p art of the velocity space, namely |v2z -v \ z \ < e; e = (4 e2/ m b ) contributes to heat below the decay e ~ b~* is not strong enough in order to ensure convergence of space integrations and our final result will also depend on a cut-off length L l which can be defined as an effective screening distance across B.
Also, we notice th a t an accurate theory of simultaneous collisions should contain higher powers of the number density n. Each power np corresponds to the pth. term of the expansion of the final microscopic state of the system into simple, double, triple, etc., sums, but terms with p^ 2 have been neglec Consider a surface element d rl a t the position r1 f(r 1,vlz,t)dr1d'vlz electrons per centimetre with velocities in dvlz at time t, and attribute to each vl2-electron a cylinder C1 of height \v2z -vlz\bt and base the surface element d r2 centred at the position r 2. The volume of such cylinder is dV = \v2z -vlz\btdr2. The number of collisions per centimetre per second between electron pairs of dwl2d/'1 and dv22d r2 respectively is given by
= f{r1,vu ,t)dr1dvlz\v2z-v lz\f(r2,v2z,t)dr2d (18)
Thermal transport in highly magnetized plasmask=B/B Figure 2 . Collision in the laboratory frame of reference.
The total number of collisions per cubic centimetre per second taking place a t ( rx,t) and removing electrons from dvlz per unit velocity is
The total number of collisions per cubic centimetre per second taking place a t (r1,t) and introducing electrons into dvlz per unit velocity is
where h is the Heaviside function. Therefore, the kinetic equation in the present case read s: (ri> vlz, V ~jout(ri> vlz, t) 1 z + e 
K z~viz\ {f(r2, vlz, t)f(rx,v2z, t) -f ( r v
r
4, Calculation of heat transport
The total parallel kinetic energy per cubic centimetre a t {rl,t) is given by fee E [ ri , t)ss
There are two ways of expressing the balance of energy at (rx,t)\ Firstly, we know from (19) and (20) 
Equation (23) is a direct consequence of (21) and (22). Secondly, we can define the average am ount o* kinetic energy per second, namely <8P>/5£ gained through collisions by each electron whose velocity is within dvl2 and then write
where dP =
\v2z-v lz\8tdr2f(r 2,v2z,
The form of dP deserves some comment. Assuming th a t there are no correlations between electrons, the probability th a t the particle 2 will be in the cylinder Cl and will have velocity within dv2z is given for an inhomogeneous system by -v lz\8tdr2f(r 2, v (25) where N is the total number of electrons of the system. Next, the probability th a t any of the particles 2,3, , , , , Ni s within the cylinder Cx reads -vlz\dtdr2f{r2,v2z,t) 
dv2z, (26) j=2
We can say th a t dP represents a probability only if the events (1,2), (1,3),,,,, (1 are m utually exclusive and this can happen only if 5t is so small th a t the cylinder 1 is mostly empty, i.e. n(r2)\v2z -vlz\ §tdr2 1 (this condition is secured by the first Boltzmann assumption).
Equivalence between the two pictures: equation (24) can be obtained from (23) if we write the explicit form of the latter,
Changing notation in the first integral: vlz^v 2z,
Let us assume next th a t / has the local maxwellian fo rm :
where T is the total tem perature {T -T« + T±), Note th a t v± is finite a t the limit oje-> oo, re-> 0 but in the present model this circular motion does not participate to the heat transport because it is highly localized. Also, since there is no mass transport, n cannot be time dependent. From (22) the total parallel kinetic energy per cubic centimetre is given now as follows:
Substituting (28) and (29) into (27) we have:
where nx = n(rx), Tx = T(rx, t) , n 2 = n(r2), T2 = forming the velocity integrations we g e t;
x {1 -(1 + m e 2/2 (7 1 2 + 77 1))exp ( -
P u t next r2 = rx + b ; b = ix+ jy and assume th a t both VTX, V% || i so th a t nx = n{xx),
where y = 2e2/(T2 + T1). The y-integral of (32) 
Assuming ez/Tt \x\ < {nx/\dnx/dxx\ ; so th a t S(x) « and
where is the distance across B over which electrostatic perturbations can be sustained. The cut-off a t L ± is a consequence of the fact th a t only binary interactions were allowed in our initial kinetic equation (21). Expanding next the integrand of (34) in powers of x we get
T2 -Tx
, 0 x2 dTx
The first-order term (/?x a?) vanishes on integration because of antisym m etry so that, dropping the index 1, we obtain the heat condition equation in its normal form as follows:
where it was assumed th a t L ± varies slowly across B. According to (366), the thermal diffusivity Xi = K™/n has the form y® = vL\ where v ~ scales as collision frequency for like particles.
Previous authors (e.g, Haggerty 1965 ) claim th a t the strength of the magnetic field does not affect Debye screening so th a t in the present case one should use Z/x = Ad ~ (T/e2n)*. However, this view cannot be reconciled with the fact th a t the movement here is one dimensional and therefore the ability of field particles to screen a test particle of opposite charge is severely restricted. In particular, if we consider in equilibrium the relative number density ne(r) of untrapped electrons a t a distance r from a positive ion q = + Z ewe have the following. (i) If B = 0, it has been shown by Psimopoulos & Rogister (1990) th a t
where nQ , TQ are the electron number density and tem perature a t r +oo, and < P represents the error function. We observe th a t although the electrons accelerate near an ion, and therefore spend less time within its proximity, their density increases as r^0, ne(r) « 2n0{Ze2/KrT0)K This increase in electron density is due to geometry and occurs because in three dimensions the beams of field electrons coming from infinity focus on the test ion. Since ne(r) > n0 for every ^ 0, the field produced by ne(r) will reduce the bare field Zejr inducing screening,
(ii) If B = + oo, it is proved in the appendix th a t
where the notation is the same as in (37). Now we see th a t ne(r) decreases as r-*0, ne(r) « n0(rT0/ n Z e 2)^, and th a t untrapped electrons do not concentrate around the ion. This decrease in electron density happens because the movement is one dimensional so th a t the electrons accelerate but do not focus as they approach the test ion. Since ne(r) < n0 for every r ^ 0, the field produced by ne(r) will add to the bare field inducing inverse screening.
Considering next the question of screening by trapped electrons, raised by M. G. Haines (personal communication, 1991) , we notice th a t a mechanical picture explaining clearly the existence or absence of this effect is still missing for both 0 and B = + oo. Presently, we will only assume th a t if condition is satisfied and equipartition of tem peratures (TJ « Th ol electrons in the plasma is much larger than the number of trapped electrons so th a t the latter can be neglected.
On the other hand, since in the present model, energy is transm itted by interactions and not carried by particles, one might also choose L 1 ~ : skin depth, so th a t in the case of electrons (366) gives
X i e~
Although no microscopic justification exists yet for such a choice, we note th a t if we apply this formula to a Tokamak which satisfies profile consistency: ( Biskamp 1986; Kadom tsev 1987) , y ±e as given by (39) scales as the empirical result of the Princeton team : y le ~ (neTey 1 (Coppi 1980 ).
In conclusion, evidence was produced in the present work th a t the heat transport equation (36) is valid in the limit of large magnetic fields, but the specification of the cut-off length L L is open to further research.
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Appendix A
In the present model ( B^ oo), the relative parallel speed of an untrapped electron approaching an ion along a magnetic field line parallel to the 2-axis is given by 
